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Circles are found throughout life from fairy rings to ring canals. Mark Twain made it sound so easy to build a circle when he quipped that a circle was just ''a round straight line with a hole in the middle''. However, the problems of how cells build rings to be a precise size, to dynamically change size and do work have engaged cell biologists for decades. The cytokinetic ring, responsible for the mechanics of separating one cell into two, has become one of the most intensively studied cellular circles.
Septin proteins are a central component of the cytokinetic ring in many animals and fungi. In some contexts, pure septins can self-assemble into w500 nm circles in vitro or seemingly spontaneously on plasma membranes in vivo [1, 2] . Septin assemblies are built out of heteromeric complexes of septins that form rods of 32-40 nm in length that can also polymerize into longer filaments [3] [4] [5] . Despite their propensity to form rings and their localization to the cleavage furrow, what septins actually contribute to cytokinesis mechanistically has been remarkably difficult to tease apart. Septins have been invoked as scaffolds, membrane organizers and diffusional barriers at the cleavage furrow but there is still limited molecular or biophysical data supporting these proposed roles. Recent work from Mavrakis et al. [6] now provides detailed evidence that septins can bundle actin filaments and likely does this to organize actomyosin rings, the contractile unit in the cytokinetic apparatus.
Mavrakis et al. discovered this role for septins in forming curved bundles of F-actin by studying embryonic cleavage during cellularization of Drosophila. Cellularization is a specialized cytokinesis involving the compartmentalization of thousands of nuclei, previously cohabitating one cytoplasm, into individual cells. Ingressing membranes form the walls between nuclei, and the tip of this membrane, the furrow canal, is evocative of the cytokinetic ring both in terms of the molecular components and function. In embryos lacking the septin called Pnut, the actomyosin ring assembles with different kinetics and with less Myo-II protein present, the actin motor that can help drive constriction. This aberrant assembly leads to both slowed membrane ingression and actomyosin ring constriction rates. The source of these problems is not likely a defective septin-dependent diffusion barrier at the furrow canal, an attractive hypothesis due to the geometry of the structure and models of septins acting as gaskets to trap the cytokinetic machinery.
The root of the constriction delays rather seems to be highly disorganized actin. Instead of forming compact circles, in septin mutants the F-actin is in straight bundles that create polygonal-shaped compartments. After discounting that the phenotypes were due to reduction in Myo-II or mislocalized Anillin, another key player in the contractile ring, the authors closely examined the ultrastructure of Factin in furrow canals for the first time. Cortical actin was more diffuse and disorganized in septin mutant cells when examined using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Given the difficulty in deciphering individual actin filaments in vivo by TEM, the authors implemented polarized fluorescence microscopy to better determine the orientation of actin filaments in septin mutants. Polarization analysis revealed that actin bundles are highly ordered, comparable to actin in a stress fiber, and oriented parallel to the furrow canal membrane in wild-type cells. In septin mutants, however, the degree of order was diminished and the orientation of filaments was highly variable.
All combined, the data point to actin disorganization as the source of the problems, but what is the cause of this defect? No direct association between septins and actin had ever been shown, until now. Mavrakis et al. were able to show direct binding of septins to F-actin, and the capacity of septins to bind and bundle F-actin is comparable to well established actin binding proteins. This is already very exciting but the effect was spectacular when the septin-actin mixtures were viewed under TIRF (Total Internal Reflectance) microscopy and dramatic arcs, swirls and, indeed, circles of actin could be seen. Notably, both fly and human septins could create highly curved bundles of actin in vitro. Further experiments suggest, albeit with a few possible caveats, that septins likely promote this curvature in their small, rod state rather than in a filamentous state. If true, promoting curved actin bundles is the first function ascribed to septins in their subunit rather than filamentous form.
These provocative data raise a host of additional questions about the nature of the relationship between septins and actin. Are septins able to bend single actin filaments or are they bundling many short actin filaments to create curvature? Distinguishing if bending and bundling are separable functions of the septins is critical to understand their role in ring formation ( Figure 1) . How is the septin rod interacting with F-actin filaments? Are rods orthogonal to actin, with the ends of the rods pinning actin filaments together, or are they parallel to the filaments? From the perspective of septins, it is unclear what would prevent the septin rods from being filaments themselves in this context. In the cytosol of fungi and mammalian cells, it is clear that septins likely predominantly exist as rods; however, once in the presence of membrane at least fungal septins rapidly elongate into filaments [7, 8] . Is there a factor that prevents filament formation in this context? The only demonstrated GAP of septins, which can bind and hydrolyze GTP, has been described in flies (Orc6) [9] . It is possible that regulators such as this could play a role directing the balance of filamentous and rod states based on nucleotide bound to septins.
How widespread is this newly found actin-bundling function of septins? Recent work also in flies has shown that in polarized epithelial cytokinesis, septins are important for the organization of actin in a tight ring, the rate of actomyosin ring contraction and for planar cell cytokinesis [10] . Additionally, in Xenopus, septins are necessary for cell movement in embryos by restricting the localization of actin and myosin [11] . While it was interpreted in Xenopus that this was a compartmentalization function of septins, it is also possible that a bundling function of septins is at work here to locally organize F-actin. In fact, this bundling function could be quite ancient as evidenced in the rice blast fungus where a striking 'torus' of F-actin is formed in a septin-dependent manner [12] .
Finally, the role of this partnership between F-actin and septins may extend beyond the context of circles and should be considered in general cortical organization. Septins have been associated with actin in stabilizing the cell cortex and the two collaborate to retract excessive membrane [13] [14] [15] . Might the septins provide a role in shaping the actin organization locally in these membrane-remodeling events? It has been shown in vitro that the actin-branch-inducing protein Arp2/3 preferentially binds curved actin filaments [16] . If in fact septins can influence curvature of individual actin filaments, it is worth investigating if septin-induced curved bundles could be at play in biasing branched actin networks. Similarly, cofilin has also been shown to increase the bending of actin filaments in vitro and it is conceivable that septins could stabilize actin filaments bent by cofilin and thereby operate with or against this severing protein [17] . This discovery of a specific molecular function for septins should be illuminating for interpreting previous data where the precise role of septins was vague and ideally will prompt investigators to dig deeper into the role of septins when in the neighborhood of actin. A new study finds that bumblebees, like primates, can perform simple tasks that rely on rapid visual assessment, but unlike primates, require longer views for complex tasks. This suggests a fundamental difference in the way bees process visual information.
Jamie Theobald
A usually unspoken assumption in neurobiology is that larger brains generate more complex behavior [1] . This roughly fits our intuition for snails and frogs and dolphins, and after all, large brains take time to grow and energy to use, they must be good for something. But many insects seem to defy this trend by using quite tiny brains to produce startlingly sophisticated behaviors [2] . How do they get so much performance out of so little hardware? By training bumblebees to distinguish visual targets, Nityananda et al. [3] show that in a discrimination task, when images vary only subtly, bees require increasingly long looks to choose targets correctly. This is in contrast to primates: we can capture and analyze even complex scenes with a brief glance [4] . It suggests bees use inherently different neural schemes to analyze complex scenes, processes that require continuous, active vision, but can accommodate a tiny brain with limited neural resources.
When it comes to small animals producing implausibly sophisticated behaviors, bees are among the worst offenders. With fewer than a million neurons, w0.001% the number in the human brain, they divide the labor of building, maintaining, and defending sometimes massive colonies [5] , forage over novel terrains using both landmarks and celestial cues [6] , then return home and efficiently communicate routes to nestmates [7] . Can we dismiss these natural behaviors as simply innate, and therefore unremarkable? Not exactly. In the lab, social bees have proven to be highly trainable, in part because a worker seeks resources for the entire hive, and so will continue to respond to food rewards even when she, personally, is sated. Under experimental conditions bees can learn arbitrary associations based on color, shape, pattern, or motion [8] , solve hard optimization problems [9] , and navigate through mazes [10] . Bees are just plain impressive.
So what tricks might they be using to wrest complex behavior from tiny brains? One possibility is that, as small flying animals, their brains have been selected for miniaturization. Much like computer CPUs have shrunk through the years, flying insects may have evolved structural and molecular adaptations to squeeze more processing into fewer neurons. But another possibility is that they use fundamentally different sorts of processing, algorithms that usually generate complex behavior, but optimized to run in small, specialized brains.
To address this question, Nityananda et al. [3] trained bumblebees to discriminate between increasingly complex visual cues. Bees entered a chamber with six perching sites, three with drops of a dissolved sucrose reward, and three with drops of dissolved quinine hemisulfate, which bees dislike. To locate the rewards, bees had to examine the images behind each perch. Choosing the correct images required either distinguishing simple features, such as the presence or absence of a diagonal bar, or more subtle ones, such as two similar colors or shapes (Figure 1) .
Bees are well known for their proficiency at this sort of test, and a typical bee has little difficulty if images are simply displayed behind the perches. However, to investigate the cognitive processing that underlies their skill, the researchers ran trials in which they merely flashed the distinguishing visual cues, presenting them for 100 milliseconds or less. Bees had to attempt to locate sucrose drops with ever shorter presentations of the stimulus, as brief as 25 ms.
For primates, this generally wouldn't pose a problem. Humans can analyze images presented for a mere 20 ms [4, 11] , and use parallel processing [12] in such a way that important features seem to simply jump out of otherwise cluttered visual scenes. Bees, with flashes of only 25 ms, could similarly analyze simple visual targets, such as the presence of bars or disks of strongly contrasting colors, and find their sucrose rewards. But they required longer flashes of 50 or 100 ms before they could reliably distinguish between harder visual targets, such as bars of different orientation or disks of slightly contrasting colors. And they could only perform the most difficult task, distinguishing disk and spider-shaped targets, when the images were continuously on. In other words, bees require ever longer looks to determine more subtle distinctions between images. This is not because bee vision is slow. Honey bees are capable of simple visual distinctions with
